
How to Create Quality Videos: 
Guide for IDEAL IMPLANT® Network Surgeons

 
 

PROMOTING YOUR PRACTICE WITH SELF-RECORDED VIDEO 
 

 
This short guide was created to help our Network Surgeons create good quality video quickly, easily, 
and successfully in 30-60 minutes.  
 
Video is a highly effective tool to increase the visibility of your practice online. As a Network Surgeon, IDEAL 
IMPLANT offers you opportunities to use video to promote your practice on IDEALIMPLANT.com at no cost to 
you.  
 
In recent months, we have offered a simple web conferencing video interview option where we edit surgeon 
online interviews into a short highlight video and blog post. Many surgeons have been happy with their results 
(you can elect this option by scheduling here). However, web interview results vary widely based on internet 
speeds, webcam and microphone quality, and technical limitations that require a lower final resolution when 
using web conferencing. A few surgeons have asked if they can record their interview locally and send it to us 
in order to achieve a higher quality result, and we are happy to accommodate these requests.  
 
If you would like to record your own interview, you can use the instructions below and then upload your video 
to our team for free editing. We will then use it to promote your practice at no cost to you, as well as provide 
the edited video to you for use on your own YouTube channel.  Further, while this guide focuses on surgeon 
interviews, these same techniques can be used in your office to obtain patient testimonial videos, which can 
also be sent to us to help promote your practice on IDEALIMPLANT.com.  
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GET READY: EQUIPMENT 
 

 
CHOOSE YOUR CAMERA: 
You can very suitably use a good smartphone to create beautiful videos, and this is what most of our clients 
use. It also means you can easily start today! However, if you insist on buying a new camera, here are some 
basic tips: 

● One camera we particularly like for video blogging is the Sony Alpha 68K DSLR. 
● You do not necessarily need a digital video camcorder, but this will work well if you have one. 
● Note that if the camera is “body only,” you will also need a basic adjustable lens, but no need to be 

spendy. 
● Consider purchasing an older, used model of a higher-end camera, as it’s more cost effective. 
● Most importantly, don’t let the hunt for the perfect camera lead you to forget to film some videos! 

 
BUY A TRIPOD:  

● If you don’t already have one, we recommend you invest in a tripod to avoid shaky videos or awkward 
angles that result from propping a smartphone.  

● You can select a desktop tripod, or one with telescoping legs that can stand on a desk or the floor so 
that you have more options.  

● If you are using your phone, you can find several tripods that fit most sizes of phones.  This also allows 
you to see yourself, which can save you some setup time. 

● This basic Amazon one does the trick nicely and will be shipped quickly so that you can get started. 
 
DECIDE WHETHER YOU WANT A MICROPHONE: 

● If you are using a camera without an external microphone, it can work quite well. Just remember you 
need to stay close to ensure good sound.  

● However, an external microphone or a camera with the microphone on the front will give you more 
flexibility and a stronger audio product if you plan to do a lot of video.  

● We like this external mounted microphone that works nicely with the Sony: TAKSTAR SGC-598 
Interview Microphone.  

● Of course, make sure that your microphone is compatible with the camera you have. 
 

CONSIDER STORAGE CAPACITY: 
● If using a phone, make sure you have plenty of available storage on it before shooting your video. 
● Move videos off your phone or camera onto your computer as you shoot (see transfer, below) to keep it 

free for shooting. 
● If using a digital camera, make sure you choose a memory card/stick with a lot of storage suitable for 

video, not just stills. 
● Remember, you will likely have to buy an extra memory card or stick for your digital camera for video. 
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CONSIDER A REMOTE SHUTTER: 
We edit the video you send, so if you have a few minutes of downtime before you hit record or stop, it doesn’t 
matter. 

● However, if you are shooting many videos in sequence, this is a small expense that takes a lot of 
headache out of shooting video.  

● Here is one we’ve used successfully before.  
● Of course, you need to make sure it is compatible with your camera.  

 
CONSIDER THE BATTERY: 

● Make sure you charge up your phone or camera battery before filming, so your video plan doesn’t get 
thwarted mid-shooting. 

● Most phones and camera battery brands will be fine on battery only for a standard 15-minute video.  
● Most tripods do not interfere with keeping your phone plugged in during shooting, if preferred. 

 
CHOOSE CONNECTIVITY:  

● Some cameras offer wireless connection, so you don’t need to hook it up to your computer to move the 
video.  This feature is nice, but not critical.  

● You can always connect your camera or phone to your desktop and simply transfer files over. 
 
DECIDE ON YOUR LIGHTING PLAN: 

● Indoor natural: if natural light is available from multiple sources (lots of windows/natural light from many 
directions, no shadows), this can sometimes work nicely.  However, do NOT combine natural and 
artificial lighting. 

● Indoor artificial: Shoot away from windows with multiple light sources to avoid shadows. 
● Amazon has several inexpensive, lighting kits for around $100 if you plan to do a lot of video.  Here is 

an affordable set our clients have used before. 
● Outdoor shooting may sometimes be acceptable for patient testimonials, but is not recommended for 

surgeon interviews. When shooting outdoors, favor full shade or a cloudy day with no direct sunlight, 
and never shoot around noon. Also, remember that the subject and camera need to be in the same 
lighting (e.g., don’t shoot a person in the sun from a shady spot). 
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GET SET: BEFORE YOU SHOOT 
 

 
1. Review this brief preparation document completely so that you know what to expect and get the best 

results for your video.  You can do this alone, but it is helpful to have a trusted sidekick to ensure things 
look their best. 

2. Select a suitable space for the interview.  We recommend your office or an exam room where you 
normally do consults if possible, so that we can replicate the patient experience. The room should be 
well-lit as explained above.  Ensure the area and background is tidy, the decor is not distracting, and 
that the wall behind you contrasts at least somewhat with your skin tone so you don’t disappear in the 
background. Also, make sure that any picture frames behind you won’t show a reflection of your 
camera (or the person behind it). 

3. Set up and test the camera and any equipment.  Adjust to your eye level when sitting up straight, 
raising or lowering as needed to ensure you are at a flattering and natural angle. Center up your shot, 
so it is spaced nicely, follows the “rule of thirds” (one-third of the frame above the eyes, one third below 
the neck) and make sure the camera doesn’t cut you off at an awkward place (like the ankles if 
standing)—across the chest or thighs is acceptable. Keep in mind there will be captioning and titles put 
in at the bottom. 

4. Check the acoustics and sound of the room you are shooting in to make sure there is not a faint echo 
or “empty room” sound. Curtains, rugs, pillows, and blankets all help to dampen sounds and avoid 
echo.  Be aware of background noise, as an HVAC system, busy street, or loud truck going by will 
drown out voices, and microphones can amplify even the smallest sounds. Avoid extra noises such as 
clicking ballpoint pens, tapping your pen on the desk, shuffling papers, rocking in your chair, eating, 
drinking, and chewing gum. Be aware of the microphone placement and avoid accidentally bumping it 
or covering it with anything.  

5. Check the lighting setup one last time per the instructions above and ensure there are no shadows 
on or around the subject. 

6. Keep supplies handy. Print your questions out, and have some water, chapstick, Visine, and a mirror 
close at hand. 

7. Avoid distractions.  Turn of ringers and notifications and ask staff for privacy, close windows and 
doors.  Put phones away and turn off/down any computer notifications so that you can stay focused. 

8. Think about your responses, but don’t script.  As you review the questions below, note key points 
you’d like to cover, but don’t over-script.  The goal is to speak normally as you would to a patient during 
a consultation. The goal of the video is to present legitimately helpful content in the most engaging and 
authentic way possible, as if the viewer were present with you. 

9. Dress professionally and be well groomed, just as you would for a patient—some surgeons choose 
scrubs, others wear a suit - do what is most comfortable for you. Avoid loud patterns and colors. If you 
normally wear makeup, a little more than usual is appropriate.  If you don’t, keep a handkerchief handy 
or consider a light dusting of cosmetic face powder to avoid shine.  
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GO: SHOOT THE VIDEO & UPLOAD 
 

 
TIPS BEFORE SHOOTING: 
 

● The goal is about 10-15 minutes of video, 20 minutes maximum if you’re on a roll.  
● Drink some water before starting to shoot. 
● Look directly at the lens, smile, sit or stand up straight, and talk to the little camera lens dot as if 

speaking with someone you really care about. Place a sticker or photo next to it if possible to keep a 
smile in your eyes. It will help viewers see you as engaged and will help you make a personal 
connection. 

● Keep your question sheet handy, but out of the frame. You may look down to note the questions 
between your answers.  Our editors will be able to remove small sections between commentary. Just 
make sure you look up and let the camera roll for a couple of seconds before you start talking again so 
we have room for edits. 

● Keep body language friendly and open.  Sit up straight, unfold legs and arms, and use natural hand 
gestures when speaking.  

● Answer each question as a stand-alone answer whenever possible, as if the viewer doesn’t know the 
question.  This keeps your answers in complete sentences. 

● If you stumble over your words, don’t stop recording.  Simply stop, count two, and start again.  
● A note on wording: IDEAL IMPLANT is a “Structured Implant.” While it is saline-filled, it is distinguished 

by its unique internal structure that creates both the natural look and feel of the implant, and is also the 
foundation of its superior performance in relation to rupture and capsule contracture. This design is why 
it is not accurately categorized as a “saline implant.”  

● Try to avoid being too critical of yourself or overthinking the process too much.  Simply getting videos 
shot is better than spending forever aiming for perfect. “Perfect” is often the enemy of “done.”  

● Finally, remember to PACE yourself: Prepared, Authentic, Confident, and Enthusiastic. 
 
START SHOOTING: 
 
Press “Record” and answer the questions listed below.  One single shot is preferred, if possible. 
 
AFTER SHOOTING: 
 

● As soon as possible after shooting, move the video to your computer, saved with your full name and 
date as the file name, then upload the file to this Dropbox.  

● Keep a copy of all videos (raw files) on your computer and back up regularly.  
● Email media@risestrategic.com so we know a video or new set of videos is ready.  
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION: Introduce yourself and give a little information about the main focuses of your 

practice. Provide a brief overview of your training and experience.  
 
Hello, I am Dr. . . .  
 

2. COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES: What do you think are the competitive advantages of your practice? 
What are you proud of and what do you enjoy about your work? Why do you think women choose your 
practice over other options in the area? This is your chance to brag about yourself, your team, and your 
facility.  
 
I feel women choose my practice because  . . .  
 

3. HELPING PATIENTS MAKE BREAST ENHANCEMENT CHOICES: How do you help women make 
their breast augmentation decisions? Briefly describe the consultation and decision making process 
patients go through when they come to you for a breast augmentation (lift needed, placement, 
approach, incision, size, etc.).  
 
When a woman comes into my practice for a breast augmentation, we . . .  
 

4. IMPLANT SELECTION: Provide a bit more detail on how you help women choose their implant. Do you 
provide implant marketing materials, share scientific data/research, simply offer your professional 
opinions and preferences? Do you allow them to feel the different options and compare? Optionally, 
what implant would you recommend for your own partner, mother or sister, or yourself if you were 
getting implants? (Note, every surgeon is different here, so there is obviously no right answer. This is 
simply to help women understand your approach.) 
 
When it comes to helping the woman’s select the best implant for her, we start by . . .  
 

5. IMPLANT CHOICE IN YOUR PRACTICE: Many surgeons report that when they present women with 
all of their options in an unbiased way, IDEAL IMPLANT is quickly becoming their most common 
implant choice.  How does implant choice break down in your office between saline, silicone gel, and 
structured implants (IDEAL IMPLANT)?  What trends have you noticed over your career? 
 
In my practice, I find implant choice breaks down to about ____% saline, ____% silicone gel, and 
____% structured, where previously it was . . .  
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6. REVISIONS AND COMPLICATIONS: Discuss your experience with implant complications and 
revisions between the different implant types.  Do you have experience handling complex silicone gel 
rupture or capsule contracture revisions?  In your experience, has the gel remained cohesive and been 
simple to remove, or has it spread? Which implants are likely to require more surgery time or more 
frequent surgeries long-term? 
 
Over my career I’ve had experience with . . . 
 

7. OFFERING IDEAL: How did you learn about IDEAL IMPLANT, why did you decide to offer it, and how 
long have you been offering it? 
 
I began offering IDEAL IMPLANT in my practice [timeframe] because . . . 
 

8. IDEAL BENEFITS: What do you like about IDEAL IMPLANT for your patients, and from a surgeon’s 
perspective? (e.g., performance data such as lower rupture and capsule contracture risks, simple 
rupture detection without need for MRI, less rippling, natural look and feel similar to silicone gel, lower 
patient anxiety, lifetime premium protection plan for short and long term complications, simple to use, 
ability to adjust fill for fullness or asymmetry, ease of ordering, company support, patient satisfaction, 
etc.) 
 
In my experience, the benefits of the IDEAL IMPLANT are . . .  
 

9. IDEAL PATIENT PROFILE: What are your observations overall about the women who make this 
choice? What matters to them, why do you think they are choosing it?  
 
The women who chose IDEAL IMPLANT in my practice tend to be . . .  
 

10. IDEAL PATIENT SATISFACTION: How has patient satisfaction been with IDEAL IMPLANT in your 
practice? 
 
In terms of patient satisfaction, the women who have chosen IDEAL IMPLANT in my practice are 
. . .  
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